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 482 
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gotten how to turn 

off caps lock 

God Spams Ctrl + Z to Undo His Mistakes 

Schottky Hotkey 

    Heaven (Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth)- 
God was sitting at his computer today, playing 
his game of Civilization MMXXII, when he 
realized his save was utterly unsalvageable.  A 
bunch of his rulers just died, nigh-on half a 
continent was embroiled in wars after 
completely unrelated countries screwed them 
all over and then just left, and the game world 
itself was folding in on itself as the global 
temperature rapidly climbed.  And all this was 
on top of a pandemic effectively ramping the 
game difficulty up to a Heavenly 11.  So, using 
his divine powers, God created an undo button 
and used his autoclicker to roll back the game to 
a suitable state. 
   Initially, changes happened slowly.  Elon Musk 
disowned twitter and bought Truth Social, not 
long before a billion missing snow crabs rained 
down from the sky above Alaska.  Liz Truss 
walked back into 10 Downing street just in time 
to witness the Queen burst out of her casket in a 
T-pose and return to Balmoral castle.  It was 
around this time that God realized the Ctrl+Z 
function might have some bugs to work out, but 
it was too late now, as the changes were picking 
up pace. 
   Bitcoin suddenly was everywhere, and the 
crypto-bros continued to annoy everyone.  
People gained hundreds of hours of their life 
back from Elden Ring.  Everyone was suddenly 
sporting the work-from-home patented button-
down– underpants combo wombo.  For a brief 
moment, the Ever Given jammed itself back into 
the Suez before clipping through the map and 
flinging itself across time and space.  The Josh’s 
met for a peaceful afternoon tea as aged memes 
like Pepe the Frog and Ugandan Knuckles 
flashed across computer screens.  They became 
Vines, then Bad Luck Brian fused with Sans, 
written Comic Sans and aired on MTV. 
    Planes fell out of the sky as they only had one 
set of wings and were powered by Cornelius on 
a bicycle peddling from the world’s fair. 
   China was briefly stoned before Napoleon 
came back for Waterloo II, this Germany thing is 

new.  A bunch of Catholic ambassadors jumped 
back into windows in Prague, before they got an 
idea to go retake the holy land with Prester John.  
Kukulcán flew apart as Viking ships unburned 
themselves and sailed back into port, blocking 
the Ever Given from docking.  God released the 
button, but it had input lag and undo’s kept 
happening even faster. 
   The mighty Empire of (Ro)Man(s) unbroke 
itself, then rebroke itself, then unbroke itself 
again and rebroke itself again.  Some kid named 
Alex woke up pretty hungover somewhere 
around Iran.  Democritus shoved atomic theory 
in Aristotle’s face, and feathers flew back onto 
one specific chicken that then squawked its way 
out of the academy in Athens.  There was a traffic 
jam on the Bering land bridge, as people made 
their way back to world spawn.  Some squirrel 
managed to break whole icebergs with an acorn 
as a bunch of humans and relatives spawned in 
and teleported to Africa.  Sloths got giant, 
elephants got hairy, and cats grew long teeth, 
before the Toba supervolcano did a big succ.  
Terror birds hatched from the eggs in your 
refrigerator, and God realized he had committed 
the third classic blunder: not putting a break-out 
case in his while loop.  Desperate to recover his 
game as the dinosaurs worked on a massive 
catapult to launch the meteor back into space, he 
did one easy trick doctors don’t want you to 
know about: reloading his last autosave. 



“Dedicated” Student Drops Classes After 44 Minutes 
Big Sephiroth, Somber Sombrero 

    Local Computer Science major Liam Trust gave up on going to all 3 of his Friday classes 

before the first class even ended following a realization that he actually does not give a shit 

about linear algebra, which is leading to his own failure of the class. Trust was in the 

classroom for just 44 minutes, making him the first to leave the class and earning uptight 

scoffs from the students who think they’re better than him for remaining for 6 minutes 

longer. He said in a statement outside of Fisher Hall, “We set out a vision for at least an AB, 

taking advantage of the professors office hours and the math learning center. I recognize, 

though, given the situation, I cannot deliver the mandate on which I signed up for this class. I 

have spoken to my professor to announce that I am skipping the rest of my classes today.”  

    Liam is now due to complete 7 weeks worth of assignments in the next day, much faster 

than the 7 goddamn weeks he already had. His academic advisor told reporters she was 

now looking at what the lowest grade he could get on his final in order to pass the class, 

including the assumption that he got an A on every assignment proceeding: 237%. 

    In Liam’s absence, another student stepped up to the task of being a dedicated student, 

head of the classroom.  They’re name is Tushi Sumac, so called because of an unfortunate 

incident involving a certain poisoned woody structure.  Sumac initially refused to go to a 

Climate panel put on by the Egyptian Student Organization, and received much criticism.  “I 

already hear about it in all my HASS classes”  Tushi initially said, electing instead to focus on 

the academic catastrophe Trust left behind, but in a recent interview changed their tune.  “I 

don’t know who this ’Climate Change’ fellow is, but people seem to be really passionate 

about it and it’s obviously a really really huge deal that we all should unite to solve, even if 

that means putting aside other differences and overcoming personal biases”.   

   The Bull is watching this tumultuous time for the CS department, who honestly could hardly 

care less so long as Trust continues to pay tuition.  The situation is developing quickly as the 

next exam approaches, which is expected to be 

the second big test of Sumac’s “cashews”.   
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